
ventilation/IAQ
1. Natural ventilation path
2. Air intake
3. Air exhaust
4. Filter
5. Energy transfer wheel
6. Pump
7. Delivered to spaces

passive solar
1. Solar angle [Summer : 71.2]
2. Solar angle [Winter : 24.3]
3. Available ventilation 

water systems
1. Rainwater collection point
2. Vortex filter [90% diverted to tank]
3. Overflow points
4. Underground cistern
5. Submersible feed pump
6. Pressure tank
7. Demand water heater
8. Grey water recycled back into system
9. Black water diverted
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RECLAIM
generative prefabricated urban housing

houses for change competition|2013 [project HFC 1696]

DETROIT

southwest Detroit

DETROIT materials
DETROIT fabrication
DETROIT living
utilizing harvest maps such as the one 
shown [left] all reclaimed materials can 
be up-rooted within the city of Detroit, 
optimizing waste produced by new 
construction debris / demolition sites / 
& company waste sites.  Such a dynamic 
surge in the utilization of the cities 
resources will allow the fabrication 
process to take advantage of large-scale 
abandoned facilities such as the packard 
plant. The workforce needed to keep up 
with the out-puts of quality modular 
prefabrication will stimulate Detroits 
local economy and help rebuild 
infrastructure as we enter a much 
needed upswing in the city of Detroit

russell industrial center

conner creek industrial

packard plant

6x6 structural steel tubing6 structural steel tubing

SIPS inspired floor panel
thermal break from structurermal break from structu

SIPS inspired wall panel

system mount

mettal framing

phootosystem I system

operable double-pane windowerable double-pane wind

exteerior glazing

opeerable vent

rainnwater collection point

SIPS inspired roof panel

corrugated metal roofing

inteerior sheathing [REwall]

intermediate screen mountsermediate screen moun
trannspired collector

exteerior rain screen
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GLOBAL CONCEPTS // [adaptation & social responsibility]

PLACE SPECIFIC // [Sugar Hill District, DETROIT, MI / USA]

CLOSING THE LOOP
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CONSSTRUCTION PROCESS

SYSTEM ASSEMBLY

SUSTAINABLE STRATEGIES

collect refinish refine regulate assemble construct
reclaimed material is brought 
from around the city to a 
manufacturing facility making 
use of both local labor and 
large-scale abandoned builds

material is given a rough clean 
up by manual laborers

systems are given a finishing 
touch & prepared to fully 
function within their individual 
systems

strict quality control is vital 
within the prefabricated 
manufacturing process

systems are constructed in 
large scale facilites [plentiful 
in Detroit] and prepared for 
site installation

systems arrive on sites across 
the city ready to be construct-
ed into fully functioning 
sustainable units 

rework
material is modified as needed 
to be implemented in 
proposed assemblages
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LOCAL SUSTAINABLE MATERIALS & RESOURCES

As the prefabrication process of the modular living units 
grows it is easily adaptable to serve other regions 
around the globe. The versatility of the dual-skin 
inspired cladding system allows for easy alteratin in the 
fabrication process to implement local reclaimed and 
sustainable materials. The graphic below depicts 3 brief 
case studies in which one can see how the architectural 
aesthetics are manipulated through the application of 
local sustainable materials and opportunities for 
reclaimed resources. The alternate locations were 
selected generically to achieve regional differences with 
a wide variety in terms of material application

The primary benefit of utilizing 
otherwise unreclaimable resources 
begins to generate a closed-loop 
waste management system. The 
integration of reclaimed materials 
coupled with use of waste that would 
end up in landfills within the 
construction system affect the 
waste cycle immediately on both the 
scale of individual project sites as 
well as global waste reduction

native vegetation 
trees

medium growth

American Sycamore
Wide Canopied deciduous shade tree 70 - 100 feet tall

Easter Red Cedar
This tree makes a good hedge or windbreak, resistant to extremes of drought, heat, and cold, usually up to about 30-40 feet tall

Flowering American Plum
Small under-story ornamental tree or thicket-forming shrub, grown for erosion control

Christmas Fern
A low-spreading evergreen ground cover, easy to grow in shade

bike shop

art gallery

internet lounge

front desk

resident laundromat

entrepeneurial space

entrepeneurial space

American Basswood
Deciduous street and shade tree, 60-80 feet tall

Wild Chess
Slender-stemmed grass, 2-3 feet tall

park seating
secure bike racks

Detention Basins
Temporarily stores water after storms to control site drainage

reclaimed wood
resources utilized from 
adondonments & demo

reclaimed shutters & doors
reclaimed from structures 
utilized as structural shading

palmyra palm
abundant, sustainably 
harvested wood source

reclaimed corrugated steel
one common lightweight 
reclaimed material 
optimimized as cladding

reclaimed building materials
such as clay tile integrated 
into screening assemblies

reclaimed wood
abundant supplies found 
throughout areas such as 
favelas


